Chapter 4

Virtual Architecture Design

Abstract This chapter details the virtual architecture design. The virtual architecture design consists of transforming the application functions into the final
application tasks C code and mapping the communication onto the hardware
resources available in the target architecture. The key contribution in this
chapter represents the virtual architecture definition, organization, and design, using
SystemC, for the token ring application running on the 1AX architecture, the Motion
JPEG application targeting the Diopsis RDT architecture, and the H.264 encoder
running on the Diopsis R2DT architecture. The simulation of the virtual architecture models allows validating the partitioning and the final application tasks code.
Different communication mapping schemes are explored in order to analyze their
impact on the global performances.

4.1 Introduction
The virtual architecture design consists of mapping the communication onto the
hardware platform resources and generating the final C code for each task. At this
phase, the different links used for the communication between the different tasks
of the system architecture model are mapped onto the hardware communication
resources available in the architecture to implement the specified protocol. The
system architecture tasks made of application functions are transformed into the
final application tasks code. These tasks codes designed in C are adapted to the
communication mechanism through the use of adequate HdS communication primitives. The result of the virtual architecture design represents the virtual architecture
model.

4.1.1 Definition of the Virtual Architecture
The second hardware–software abstraction level is called virtual architecture level
(VA). The virtual architecture captures the global organization of the system into
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abstract software and hardware modules or subsystems and abstract hardware/
software interfaces. The virtual architecture model may be manually coded or
automatically generated by system architecture parser and analysis tools.
The objectives of the virtual architecture design are as follows:
– Validation of the application partitioning and the tasks mapping on the processing
subsystems available in the target architecture
– Verification of the final tasks code of the software stack
– Early estimation of the communication requirements
The virtual architecture is comprised of abstract subsystems that are interconnected using abstract communication channels or abstract network components. The
abstract hardware or software processing subsystem represents a component which
implements the software tasks, respectively, the hardware functions. The abstract
communication network represents high-level communication channels, such as
message-passing channels, abstract buses, or NoC.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the global view of the virtual architecture, composed of two
abstract software subsystems, a memory component and a communication network.
The left part of the figure corresponds to the hardware architecture, while the right
part represents the software code at the virtual architecture level.
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Fig. 4.1 Global view of the virtual architecture

4.1.2 Global Organization of the Virtual Architecture
The virtual architecture model is a hierarchical model. The virtual architecture is
composed of abstract subsystems that are interconnected using an abstract communication network, such as abstract bus, abstract NoC, or abstract point-to-point
communication channels.
The abstract subsystems may represent a processor subsystem, a hardware subsystem, or a memory subsystem. The software processing subsystem represents a
component or module which includes a set of task modules that are aimed to be executed on that processing subsystem, and a set of abstract communication channels
for the communication between the task modules inside the same subsystem. The
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hardware processing subsystem contains a single task module which implements
the hardware functions.
The task modules abstract the hardware/software interface. Each task module
can be characterized by two elements: container and ports. The container represents
the task code. The task code is represented by a sequential C code which implements the application functions that were grouped together to form the task. The
task code also contains communication primitives (HdS API) which allows accessing the ports of the task modules. The ports of the task module represent logic ports
of the task, which serve to allow the software code to access the communication
channels used for the data exchange with another tasks. The logic ports of the task
modules are connected to the ports of the subsystem that encapsulates them, or to
the intra-subsystem communication channels.
At the virtual architecture level, the intra-subsystem communication units
become abstract communication channels inside the processor subsystem. The intersubsystem communication units become abstract communication architecture. They
also determine the memory modules that serve as storage resources for the communication buffer mapping and the type of global interconnect component. The type
of the communication protocol and the topology of the network infrastructure are
implemented according to the annotation of the system architecture model.
Example 12. Virtual architecture of the token ring application Figure 4.1 shows a
conceptual representation of the virtual architecture for the token ring application
mapped on the 1AX architecture.
The virtual architecture contains two abstract subsystems (ARM-SS and
XTENSA-SS), corresponding to the ARM, respectively, XTENSA processors and
the global memory module (MEM). All the subsystems are interconnected by an
abstract AMBA bus. The different software subsystems encapsulate the application tasks and the communication channels for the data exchange between the tasks
mapped on the same processor. For instance, the ARM-SS subsystem includes
the two task modules (T1 and T2) that were mapped on this processor, and a
SWFIFO communication channel used for the communication between T1 and T2.
SWFIFO represents an abstract communication channel which implements a FIFO
communication protocol. The XTENSA-SS subsystem includes the T3 task module.
The inter-subsystem communication units COMM1 and COMM2 are mapped on
the global memory (MEM).
The virtual architecture model may be represented using different design
languages, such as SystemC [62] or SpecC [54]. In the following paragraphs, the
virtual architecture will be detailed using the SystemC design language.

4.2 Basic Components of the Virtual Architecture Model
The basic components of the virtual architecture model are the software and the
hardware components. The software components allow for the description of the
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pure software elements, while the hardware components represent the components
of the execution model [164]. The software components consist of the tasks code and
HdS APIs, while the hardware components represent the abstract subsystems and
the abstract communication network. The detailed description of these components
will be illustrated in the following paragraphs.

4.2.1 Software Components
The application software is refined to tasks C code that contains the final application code and makes use of HdS API (Fig. 4.2). The tasks code represents sequential
code, which implements a set of application functions. The communication primitives of the HdS API access explicit communication components. Each data transfer
specifies an end-to-end communication path. For example, the functional primitives send_mem(ch,src,size)/recv_mem(ch,dst,size) may be used to transfer data
between two processors using a global memory connected to the system bus, where
ch represents the communication channel used for the data transfer, src/dst the
source/destination buffer, and size the number of words to be exchanged. Thanks
to the HdS APIs, the tasks code remains unchanged at the following abstraction
levels (transaction-accurate architecture and virtual prototype).

Fig. 4.2 Software
components of the virtual
architecture
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HdS API

HdS API

HdS API

Example 13. Software components for the token ring application at the virtual architecture level For the token ring application, the software is represented by the
sequential C code corresponding to tasks T1, T2, and T3. This code implements
the equivalent behavior of the different Simulink functions in C and contains the
communication primitives send(ch, src,size)/recv(ch,dst,size) for the data exchange
between the diverse tasks.

4.2.2 Hardware Components
The software tasks are executed using an abstract model of the hardware architecture that provides an emulation of the HdS API. The hardware platform is
comprised of those components that provide the implementation of these HdS APIs.
Thus, it includes the abstract subsystems, the abstract communication architecture
(interconnection component), and the storage resources.
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Fig. 4.3 Hardware components of the virtual architecture

Example 14. Hardware components for the token ring application at the virtual
architecture level For the token ring application, the hardware is represented by
the software subsystems (ARM-SS and XTENSA-SS), the global memory MEM,
and the abstract communication network (an abstract AMBA bus). Figure 4.3 shows
these hardware components.

4.3 Modeling Virtual Architecture in SystemC
The virtual architecture model is described using the SystemC language and is generated according to the parameters specified in the initial Simulink model. SystemC
allows modeling a system at different abstraction levels from functional to pinaccurate register transfer level. The virtual architecture is modeled using transaction
level modeling (TLM) techniques that allow analyzing SoC architectures in an
earlier phase of the design, software development, and timing estimation [62].

4.3.1 Software at Virtual Architecture Level
At the virtual architecture level, the Simulink functions of the application are transformed into C program code for each task. This step is very similar to the code
generation performed by Real Time Workshop (RTW) [94].
The software at the virtual architecture level represents a multitasking C code
description of the initial Simulink application model.
Each data link of the Simulink model requires a memory space called buffer
memory to deliver data from the input block to the output blocks. To reduce
the required memory size, the task code generation has to apply buffer memory
optimization techniques, such as copy removal or buffer sharing [66].
The task C code is made of two parts: computation and communication (Fig. 4.4).
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Task

HdS API

int B[10], C[20], D[10];
void task_code( ) {
while(1) {
recv(CH1, B, 10);
F1(B,C);
F2(C,D);
…
send(CH2, D, 10);
}
}

// Communication
// Computation

// Communication

Fig. 4.4 Software at the virtual architecture level

The computation part describes the behavior of the various Simulink functions
that are grouped in the task, including local memory declarations. The Simulink
blocks within a task are scheduled statically according to their data dependency and
generated into a task C code. The communication between functions inside a task is
translated into local memory elements. To implement the external communication
between the tasks, during the task code generation the function calls of the communication primitives are instantiated from an HdS API template library, preserving the
invocation order of the blocks. Then, the allocated memory spaces are mapped onto
the arguments of these functions. Before inserting the communication primitives,
the data dependency between the tasks is checked during the task code generation
in order to perform deadlock prevention.
Example 15. Software task code for the token ring application Figure 4.5 illustrates
the C code of the task T2 of the token ring application at the virtual architecture
level.
The task code contains the declaration of the local variables (in, out, var, and
var2), the send_data/recv_data communication primitives, and the computation
code. The tasks code starts with a receive operation to read the input token, then
it performs some computation, and finally it sends the new value of the token to the
next node.
The semantic of the communication primitives is the following: the first parameter represents the logic port which is connected to a communication channel, the
second parameter is the local memory from where the data are transferred in case of
a send operation or the local address where the data are stored in case of a receive
operation, and the last parameter defines the size in words of the data to be sent or
received.
In the computation code, the C code represents the equivalent behavior of the
Simulink functions. Thus, the input data stored in the local variable var represents
the input token. The destination of the token is calculated by a modulo 3 operation
of the input tokens. If the result of this operation is 0, the destination of the token is
task T2. In this case the task increments the token with one unit. Otherwise, task T2
is not the destination of the token and it increments the token with value 2, conform
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<Task2.h>
<stdlib.h>
<string.h>
<math.h>

#ifdef VIRTARCH
void Task2::behavior (void) {
#else
void Task2(void) {
#endif
int in,out;
int var, var2;

//local variables

for (;;) {
recv_data(&In1_Task2, &in, 1);
//Communication API
var = in % 3;
// Computation
var = abs(var);
if (var == 0)
var2 = in + 1;
else
var2 = in + 2;
out = var2;
send_data (&Out1_Task2, &out, 1); //Communication API
#ifdef VIRTARCH
wait();
#endif
}
}

Fig. 4.5 Task T2 code

the application specification. Then, the task forwards the token to the next node of
the ring.
The multitasking C code generation from the system architecture model needs
to handle a large subset of predefined Simulink blocks, such as mathematical operations (sum, multiplication, division, modulo, etc.), logical operations (AND, OR,
XOR), discrete blocks (delay, mux, demux, merge), conditional structures (if–then–
else), and repetitive structures (for-loop, while-condition-loop). The generation has
to support also user-defined C code integrated in the Simulink model as S-functions.
For the S-functions, the task code represents a function call of the user-written
C function. The semantics of the argument passing are identical to those of the
definition in the configuration panel of the S-function Builder tool in Simulink.
The resulted tasks code at the virtual architecture level is independent of the target processor, communication protocol, and abstraction level. This can be achieved
by using HdS APIs that hide many details of the underlying implementation of the
architecture and represent the abstraction of the hardware [167].
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4.3.2 Hardware at Virtual Architecture Level
The hardware at the virtual architecture level consists of a set of hardware and
software subsystems that encapsulate the tasks aimed to be executed on those subsystems, and the abstract communication network introduced to implement the
communication protocol.
The hardware is refined to a set of abstract SystemC modules (SC_MODULE)
for each subsystem. The SC_MODULE of the processor includes the tasks modules that are mapped on the processor and the communication channels for the
intra-subsystem communication between the tasks inside the same processor. The
communication channels between the tasks mapped on the same processor are
implemented using standard SystemC channels. The tasks modules are implemented
as SystemC modules (SC_MODULE).
For the inter-subsystem communication, the hardware architecture integrates
also the resources addressed explicitly by the HdS APIs. Typical examples are
memories that serve to store the communication buffers. The interconnection
between the different components uses an abstract model of the communication network that allows the data transfer from the source to the destination
module.
Example 16. Hardware code for the token ring application at the virtual architecture level Figure 4.6 details the top module for the token ring application running
on the 1AX architecture. The top module is an SC_MODULE which includes
the declaration and instantiation of the ARM-SS (vARM7 in Fig. 4.6), XTENSASS (vXTENSA), abstract bus (bus), global memories (gmem), and a global clock
(clk). It also interconnects these different components and fixes the addresses of
the communication buffers used for the data exchange between the processors
(the inter-subsystem communication units).
Thus, the communication buffer used between tasks T3 running on XTENSA and
T2 running on ARM7 processors is mapped in the global memory at address 0×0.
The communication buffer required for a data transfer between task T1 mapped on
the ARM7 processor and T3 executed on the XTENSA is mapped on the global
memory at address 0×1000.
Figure 4.7 shows the SystemC code for the ARM-SS component. The ARM-SS
is an SC_MODULE which encapsulates the instances of the two tasks T1 (vTask1
in Fig. 4.7) and T2 (vTask2 in Fig. 4.7) and the software FIFO channel for the
communication between them (ch1 in Fig. 4.7).
This ARM-SS has three ports: an input port, namely, In1_ARM7; an output port,
namely, Out1_ARM7; and a clock port (clk). The output port of the ARM-SS is
connected to the output port of task T2, as task T2 sends the data to a task mapped
on the other processor. The input port of the ARM-SS is connected to the input port
of task T1, because task T1 needs external data from a task running on the other
processor.
At the virtual architecture level, the tasks code uses HdS APIs, whose implementation depends on the hardware platform. The hardware platform includes all the
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Fig. 4.6 SystemC code for the top module

components accessed by the HdS APIs and the resources to implement the required
communication paths.
Example 17. Communication primitives implementation for the token ring application at the virtual architecture level Figure 4.8 shows an example of implementation of the send_data(. . .)/recv_data(. . .) communication primitives that allow to
write or read to/from a software FIFO communication channel.
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ARM7
T1
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#ifndef _ARM7_H
#define _ARM7_H
#include "Task1.h"
#include "Task2.h"
SC_MODULE(ARM7) {

// ARM-SS MODULE

Task1 *vTask1;
Task2 *vTask2;
SWFIFO_Channel ch1;
AMBA_Port Out1_ARM7;
AMBA_Port In1_ARM7;
sc_in<bool> clk;

//
//
//
//

SC_CTOR(ARM7) {
vTask1 = new Task1("Task1");
vTask2 = new Task2("Task2");

TASK T1 MODULE
TASK T2 MODULE
SOFTWARE FIFO CHANNEL
PORTS

//INSTANTIATION

vTask1->Out1_Task1(ch1);
//CONNECTION
vTask2->In1_Task2(ch1);
vTask2->Out1_Task2(Out1_ARM7);
vTask1->In1_Task1(In1_ARM7);
vTask1->clk(clk);
vTask2->clk(clk);
}
};
#endif

Fig. 4.7 SystemC code for the ARM-SS module

The FIFO channel is derived from a SystemC channel (sc_prim_channel) and
has a blocking implementation. Therefore, if the sender wants to put data into the
FIFO, but the FIFO is full, the sender will be blocked until there is enough available space in the buffer. This blocking implementation is employed by calling the
wait () statement in the implementation of the send_data primitive if there is not
enough space available. The wait() call suspends the execution of the task. In the
same manner, if a task calls a recv_data primitive, but there is not enough data
stored in the FIFO buffer, the receiver will be blocked until the FIFO contains the
requested number of elements. The FIFO buffer can be characterized by size and
depth. The size represents the number of elements stored in the buffer. The depth
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class SWFIFO_Channel: public sc_prim_channel,
public swfifo_if
{
int buffer[30000];
unsigned int sizemax;
int buffer_size;
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//SOFTWARE FIFO CHANNEL

public:
SWFIFO_Channel() {
sizemax=SIZEMAX_swfifo;
buffer_size =0;
}
virtual void recv_data(const SWFIFO_Port& port, void* dst, int size);
virtual void send_data(const SWFIFO_Port& port, void* src, int size);
virtual void init(const SWFIFO_Port& port, int size);
};
void SWFIFO_Channel::send_data(const SWFIFO_Port& port,
void* src, int size)
{
while((sizemax - buffer_size) < (unsigned)size)
wait();

// SEND_DATA

for (int i=0; i<size; i++)
buffer[buffer_size+i]=(((int*)src)[i]);
buffer_size = buffer_size + size;
}

Fig. 4.8 Example of implementation of communication channels

represents the number of bits necessary to store one element. Each element occupies
the same number of bits. In this example (Fig. 4.8), the FIFO buffer has a size equal
to 30,000 and depth equal to 1 word (32 bits).
At the virtual architecture level, all the modules are connected to the same clock
signal. Typically the clock is created in the main function of the top level and passed
down through the module hierarchy to the rest of the system. This allows a subset of
components or the entire system to be synchronized by the same clock. The clock
signal has a set of attributes, such as default time unit, period, duty cycle, first edge,
and first value. The default time unit is assumed to be 1 ns. The period represents
the number of default time units required by the clock signal to make a complete
transition from true (high) to false (low) and back from false (low) to true (high).
The duty cycle is the ratio of the high time to the entire clock period. Example,
if the period of a clock signal is equal to 20 default units and the duty cycle is
0.25, this means that the clock would stay in true state for 5 time units and false
for 15 time units. The first edge represents the offset time from 0 of the first edge
expressed in time units. The first value represents the starting value of the clock (true
or false).
Example 18. sc_main for the token ring application at the virtual architecture
level Figure 4.9 presents the main function (sc_main) for the token ring application
at the virtual architecture level. This includes the initialization of the top module, the
declaration of the global clock signal, the connection of the clock signal to the clock
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//TOP MODULE INSTANTIATION

sc_clock s_clk("s_clk",20,0.5,0);
top_module.clk(s_clk);

// CLOCK SIGNAL

sc_start(-1);
return 0;

//START SIMULATION

}

Fig. 4.9 SystemC main function

port of the top module, and the launch of the simulation. The clock has a period of
20 ns and duty cycle 0.5.

4.3.3 Hardware–Software Interface at Virtual Architecture Level
The hardware–software interface defines the software–hardware interaction and
how the software can access the hardware. At the virtual architecture level, the
hardware/software interface consists of a set of task modules. The task module is
a SC_MODULE which encapsulates the software code within a SystemC clocked
thread (SC_CTHREAD). The software code can access the hardware through the
ports of the task module.
Example 19. Task module for the token ring application at the virtual architecture
level Figure 4.10 illustrates an example of task module for the task T2. The task
module contains the declaration of the logic ports. The type of the ports depends on
the type of the communication channel which is accessed. For instance, the input
port of task T2 In1_Task2 is connected to the software FIFO channel, thus the port
has the type SWFIFO_Port. Task T2 writes to task T3 running on the XTENSA
processor via the AMBA bus. Therefore, the type of the output port Out1_Task2 is
AMBA_Port.
Task T2 executes a clocked SystemC thread, namely, the behavior function. The
behavior function is defined in the task software code, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5. A
clocked SystemC thread represents a thread of execution which is sensitive only to
the positive or negative edge of a clock signal.

4.4 Execution Model of the Virtual Architecture
The virtual architecture level allows debugging the task code. The following sections
will describe the simulation model in SystemC and the adopted configuration to
validate the virtual architecture model.
The executable model is obtained by compiling the task code and the hardware platform together. The resulted executable model uses the SystemC scheduler
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#ifndef _Task2_H
#define _Task2_H
#include <systemc.h>
#include "swfifo.h"
#include "amba.h"
SC_MODULE (Task2) {

//TASK T2 MODULE

sc _in<bool> clk;
SWFIFO_Port In1_Task2;
AMBA_Port Out1_Task2;
void behaviour();
SC_CTOR(Task2) {
SC_CTHREAD(behavior,clk);

// THREAD

}
};
#endif

Fig. 4.10 Example of hardware/software interface

to activate and deactivate the execution of the different tasks. The processor and
memories are SystemC modules. The abstract network component (bus, NoC, or
point-to-point communication channels) and the software FIFO channels are derived
from the SystemC channels. The software tasks are SystemC clocked threads. A
clocked thread has its own thread of execution which may accept only positive
or negative edge clock event in its sensitivity list. When the simulation starts, the
clocked threads are automatically activated.
The simulation at the virtual architecture level allows validating the tasks C
code of the refined software and the hardware–software partitioning. It represents a
native execution of the software onto the simulation host machine. High simulation
speed is usually attained, but abstracting the hardware architecture it lacks some
accuracy.
The simulation at the virtual architecture level allows avoiding communication
deadlock due to improper scheduling of the communication operations between the
different tasks. The debug of the software code may be done using standard C debuggers such as gdb or by tracing waveforms. SystemC provides functions to create a
VCD (value change dump) or ASCII WIF (waveform intermediate format) file that
contains the values of the variables and the signals as they change during the simulation. The waveforms can be viewed using standard waveform viewers that support
the VCD and WIF formats, such as gtkwave.
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4.5 Design Space Exploration of Virtual Architecture
4.5.1 Goal of Performance Evaluation
The goal of the performance evaluation at the virtual architecture level is to allow
profiling the communication and computation requirements to improve the overall
performances of the system. The objective is to provide through simulation statistical information, such as utilization of the architecture model components (busy/idle
times), the degree of the contention in a system, profiling information (the time
spent in different executions), critical path analysis, or average bandwidth between
the architecture components.
Based on the application requirements and the communication traffic resulted
after the virtual architecture simulation, the designer can fix some hardware and
software architecture decisions. Examples of hardware architecture decisions are
the topology of the interconnect component that will be included in the hardware
platform at the next abstraction level (NoC topology) or the communication scheme
between the different subsystems fixing the mapping of the communication buffers
onto the storage resources. Examples of software architecture decisions are application partitioning into tasks and mapping onto the processing subsystems and the
semantic of the communication primitives used in the final application tasks code.
These different decisions influence the overall execution time of the system, cost,
and power consumption. Therefore, good decisions are required to be able to control
the MPSoC design process.
Example 20. Goal of performance evaluation for the token ring application at the
virtual architecture level For example, in case of the token ring application, the
designer fixes at the virtual architecture level the partitioning of the application into
three tasks and the mapping of the FFT computation onto the XTENSA processor.
Also, the communication between the processors is decided to be performed via the
global memory.

4.5.2 Architecture/Application Parameters
The virtual architecture model has to fix some parameters that can influence the
global performance of the final system. The parameters represent a subset of those
specified at the system architecture level. The virtual architecture validate some
decisions taken at the system architecture level, such as partitioning and mapping,
while other parameters are preserved in order to be validated at the next levels. The
preserved parameters can be specific to subsystems or communication units, as it
will be detailed in the following paragraphs.
(a) Architecture/Application Parameters Specific to Subsystems: The parameters
specific to subsystems characterize the different subsystems from hardware and
software points of view. The hardware architecture parameters that characterize the
subsystems at this level will be validated at the following abstraction levels:
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– NetworkType to specify the type of the network component used to interconnect
the different subsystems, such as AMBA bus or network on chip (NoC).
– NoCTopology to specify the bus or NoC topology (mesh or torus).
– NoCRoutingAlgorithm to specify the routing algorithm used by the routers to
transmit the received data packet in case of a NoC network component.
– NoCArbitrationAlgorithm to specify the type of the arbitration algorithm inside a
NoC router (e.g., round robin, priority based).
The software architecture parameters that characterize each processor subsystem
are as follows:
– OSType, which specifies the name of the operating system running on the target
processor (e.g., Linux, Mutek, DwarfOS, eCos).
– SchedulerType to identify the type of the scheduler (preemptive, cooperative).
– SchedulerAlgorithm to define the algorithm used for the tasks management by the
operating system (round robin, priority based), etc.
(b) Architecture/Application Parameters Specific to Communication Units. The
communication primitives used for the data exchange in the tasks code are fixed at
the virtual architecture level. Therefore, the parameters that characterize the
communication units and will be validated at the next abstraction levels rely on the
hardware architecture. Example of this kind of parameters is the AccessType which
identifies the type of the access to the memory (directly or through DMA) making
the communication path end to end.

4.5.3 Performance Measurements
At the virtual architecture level, the performance measurement consists of
profiling the communication and computation requirements for each task or for each
processor.
The virtual architecture has the notion of time due to the clock signals. Therefore,
by simple annotation of the virtual architecture model with adequate execution
delays, if such delay information is available, the simulation at this level can
estimate the total clock cycles spent on communication or computation by the task
or processor. But, the accuracy of the estimation is not yet cycle accurate at this
level, since not all the hardware components or hardware features (e.g., final bus
arbitration scheme, interconnect topology, peripherals) are explicit in the model.
The execution time represents these estimated clock cycles required to run an application on the MPSoC architecture. The simulation time represents the time needed
to simulate the behavior of the application running on the architecture with their
interaction.
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Examples of metrics that can be measured at the virtual architecture level are
the tasks code and data size, the buffer size required for the intra-subsystem and
inter-subsystem communication, the total quantity of exchanged data between the
tasks during the execution, the number of iterations of a function execution, the
amount of data transferred between the different processors, the amount of data
passing through the global interconnect component, the buffer size requirements in
the worst-case scenario for the storage resources in order to support the communication mappings specified at the system architecture level, or the amount of read/write
operations performed at the storage modules.
By tracing the waveforms of the signals or variables during the simulation, other
metrics can be measured, e.g., the cycles spent by a task on computation and communication, or the current task executed during the simulation at a certain moment
of time.
Example 21. Performance measurements for the token ring application at the virtual
architecture level For example, the total simulation time of the token ring application was 3 s to execute 68 clock cycles of period 20 ns, required to run the entire
application. But in this example, the model is not annotated with accurate information regarding the operating system and the communication overhead. Thus, the
estimation is only message-level accurate.
In the case of the token ring application, the total code size and data size of the
tasks code running on both processors is 32,223 bytes, respectively, 12 bytes. The
total number of bytes passed through the bus during the simulation is 3,136 bytes.
Figure 4.11 shows the waveforms captured during the simulation of the token
ring application, e.g., at time 13,100 ps, the current task running on the ARM
processor was T1, while task T2 was blocked on communication.

Fig. 4.11 Waveforms traced during the token ring simulation

4.6
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4.5.4 Design Space Exploration
At the virtual architecture level, the design space exploration covers architecture
exploration, more precisely communication architecture exploration. The designer
can experiment different communication mapping schemes and different communication primitives. The designer may adopt different communication protocols and
may map the communication buffers onto different storage resources. The different
communication and synchronization schemes have advantages and disadvantages in
terms of performance (latency, throughput), resource sharing (multitasking, parallel
I/O), and communication overhead (memory size, execution time). Also, the tasks
code can be generated using different tools, such as Real Time Workshop.
Example 22. Design space exploration for the token ring application at the
virtual architecture level In the case of token ring application, the designer may
map the buffers required for the inter-subsystem communication onto different
architecture resources, such as the local memories of both ARM and XTENSA
processors, or the shared global memory, or on the hardware FIFO.

4.6 Application Examples at the Virtual Architecture Level
The following sections detail the virtual architecture model for the two case studies considered in this book: the motion JPEG decoder application running on the
Diopsis RDT architecture with AMBA bus and the H.264 encoder application
running on the Diopsis R2DT architecture with Hermes NoC.

4.6.1 Motion JPEG Application on Diopsis RDT
This section presents the virtual architecture design in case of the Motion JPEG
(MJPEG) decoder application running on the Diopsis RDT platform. The virtual
architecture design consists of two steps: software design and hardware design.
First, the C code for each task was generated from the Simulink system architecture model based on the annotation with the software architecture parameters. In
the system architecture model, the value attributed to parameter CommType is equal
with “MPI.” Therefore, the generated task code uses send_data(. . .)/recv_data(. . .)
for the communication primitives. Moreover, the C code was optimized by applying
buffer sharing and copy removal memory optimization techniques.
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the software task code, a comparison with
the single task code generation from Simulink using Real Time Workshop (RTW)
is given. Table 4.1 resumes the code and data size of the generated application code.
The code library contains the user-defined C-functions commonly used by all the
code generator tools and independent of the software design method. The application task code obtained by applying memory optimization techniques is more
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Table 4.1 Task code generation for motion JPEG
Library

RTW

Multitask code

Size (bytes)

Code

Data

Code

Data

Code

Data

MJPEG

6818

32

8225

72

8032

494

efficient in terms of code size than the code generated using RTW. But the multitasking representation requires communication buffers. Therefore, the data size is
bigger than in the case of RTW.
The second step of the virtual architecture design represents the hardware design.
The hardware design consists of building the software development platform
in SystemC considering the hardware architecture parameters that annotate the
system architecture model. Figure 4.12 illustrates a conceptual view of the virtual
architecture of the Diopsis RDT architecture with AMBA bus.
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SRAM
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T2

T1

T2

HdS API

HdS API

comm1
comm2

comm8

Tasks code on ARM9

…

…

comm3

comm4

Abstract AMBA
DMEM

REG
T3

T3

HdS API

Task code on DSP

T4

Abstract POT-SS
Abstract DSP-SS

Fig. 4.12 Global view of Diopsis RDT running MJPEG

The virtual architecture platform contains all the components that are accessible by the software through the send_data(. . .)/recv_data(. . .) HdS APIs. The
inter-subsystem communication units are partially mapped on the memory modules (DXM, REG, SRAM, DMEM), attached as slave components to the AMBA
bus. The impartiality comes from the abstraction of the hardware architecture and
making implicit several hardware characteristics (e.g., local bus, DMA, bus
bridges). The address space of the components are automatically assigned and
computed by using a template that contains a predefined address size for each component. The communication buffers between the different subsystems are mapped
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on the corresponding memory modules based on the protocol specified at the system
architecture level.
As showed in Fig. 4.12, the virtual architecture contains the following components: abstract ARM9-SS, abstract DSP-SS, abstract POT-SS, and the storage
resources: DXM, local memory SRAM of the ARM9 processor, data memory
DMEM of the DSP processor, and data register REG of the DSP. All the components are interconnected using an abstract AMBA bus. The ARM9-SS contains the
two task modules that are running on it (T1 and T2) and the five intra-subsystem
communication channels (comm4, comm5, comm6, comm7, and comm8). According
to the system architecture annotation, all these communication channels are implemented as FIFO channels. The DSP-SS includes the task module T3. The POT-SS
includes the task module T4 responsible with the display of the decoded image.
The three communication units between the subsystems, more precisely comm1,
comm2, and comm3, may be mapped on different storage resources. In a first case,
the ResourceType of each communication unit has the value “DXM.” Hence, the
system architecture model is specified to use the external memory as buffer storage
for the communication between the different subsystems. Therefore, all three were
mapped on the external memory DXM.
The abstract AMBA bus is implemented as a simple bus which transfers data
initiated by a master. It allows connection of several master and slave subsystems,
but only one data transfer request can be accomplished in time. The arbitration of
the simultaneous requests for a data transfer through the bus is performed in a queue
manner. As shown in Fig. 4.13, the bus is made of two components: virtual arbiter
and address decoder.
Fig. 4.13 Abstract AMBA
bus at virtual architecture
level

Master

Master

Master

Master Master Master

Virtual Arbiter
Decoder

Slave

Slave

Slave

Slave

Slave

The arbiter, also called scheduler, controls the data traffic. If data are to be
transferred, the requesting master subsystem sends a message to the scheduler. The
scheduler checks if the slave subsystem is ready for the data transfer. If it is ready,
the scheduler puts the request into a FIFO queue. Otherwise, it waits until the availability of the slave component and checks its status by polling. This mechanism
allows avoiding blocking the bus for a data transfer to a destination or source which
is not yet ready to receive or send data. The request message contains an identification code of the target subsystem, which represents the address of the slave
component. The decoder is responsible to identify the slave subsystem. As soon
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as the bus is available, the access to the bus is granted to the requesting subsystem,
which can perform the data transfer to the destination address. Having completed the
data transfer, the bus becomes free for the next request in the scheduler’s queue. The
AMBA bus allows transfers in burst mode, which means that the master may transfer the whole data message within one access grant to the bus [6]. Through polling
the status of the destination subsystem, the virtual architecture bus provides synchronization mechanism between the different subsystems similar to semaphores.
At this level, the bus does not yet implement the arbitration strategy of the target
AMBA bus protocol.
The functionality of the software code was verified by execution using the hardware platform. The software code was compiled with the architecture platform.
During the execution, the tasks are scheduled by the SystemC simulation engine.
Besides the tasks code verification, the simulation model also allowed to gather
important early performance measurements, e.g., total number of messages transferred through the AMBA bus. The data transfer between the ARM9 and DSP
processor subsystems is performed in messages of 64 words for the IDCT coefficients and in 1 word for the decoding pattern; the data transfer between the DSP-SS
and POT-SS is performed in messages of 16 words.
Table 4.2 shows the results for the different communication schemes. Using as
communication units only the DXM, the bus was accessed to transfer 216,000
messages during the decoding process of the 10 frames. If the communication units
are mapped on different resources, for example, comm1 is mapped on DXM, comm2
on REG, and comm3 uses DMEM memory to store the communication buffer, the
global bus was accessed to transfer 144,000 messages during the simulation. In
the third scheme, comm1 and comm2 are mapped on SRAM, while comm3 remains
mapped on DMEM. Thus, all the communication units make use only of local memories SRAM and DMEM. In this case, the execution required 108,000 messages to
be transferred via the AMBA bus. In all the communication schemes, the communication units between the two tasks running on the ARM9 processor comm4, comm5,
comm6, comm7, comm8, and comm9 implements the software FIFO protocol.
Table 4.2 Messages through the AMBA bus

Comm. unit Comm1
MJPEG

DXM
DXM
SRAM

Comm2

Comm3

Comm4Comm8

DXM
REG
SRAM

DXM
DMEM
DMEM

SWFIFO
SWFIFO
SWFIFO

Total
messages
AMBA

Execution
time (ns)

216,000
144,000
108,000

4,464,060
3,720,060
2,232,020

This simulation model was accurate enough to verify the functionality of the
tasks code and ensure that there is no communication deadlock in the scheduling of
the data transfer between the tasks. The simulation time required to decode the 10
image frames encoded using QVGA YUV 444 format was approximately 14 s on a
PC running Linux OS at 1.73 GHz in all the cases of the communication schemes.
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The total execution time required by the whole decoding process is illustrated in Table 4.2. These numbers were estimated without annotation of the code
with execution delays. Therefore, the accuracy of the estimation relies on message level. As the DXM communication scheme supposes all the data exchange
through the AMBA bus, it requires the highest number of execution cycles, in a
total time of approximately 4,464,060 ns, due to the conflicts that appear on the
shared bus when simultaneous bus requests occur. In the mixed communication
scheme with DXM, REG, and DMEM, the total execution time is estimated to be
3,720,060 ns, while the last communication scheme guarantees the fastest execution with 2,232,020 ns. The numbers for the required execution time are obtained
by calling sc_simulation_time() at the end of the execution in the top module of the
SystemC platform. All the subsystems are interconnected to the same clock signal
with a period of 20 ns and duty cycle 0.5.
Figure 4.14 presents a screenshot during the SystemC simulation of the MJPEG
decoder application at the virtual architecture level.

Fig. 4.14 Virtual architecture simulation for motion JPEG

4.6.2 H.264 Application on Diopsis R2DT
This section presents the virtual architecture design in case of the H.264 encoder
application running on the Diopsis R2DT platform. The virtual architecture design
is accomplished in two steps: software design and hardware design.
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The software design consists of generating the C code for each task from
the system architecture model using the software architecture parameters. The
CommType parameter annotating each subsystem determines the communication
primitives supported by the operating system. Similar to the Motion JPEG example, the CommType is equal with “MPI.” Therefore, the generated task code
uses send_data(. . .)/recv_data(. . .) for the communication primitives. The code is
optimized in terms of data memory requirements.
Table 4.3 shows the task code and data size of the software at the virtual architecture level. The first column represents the code and data size of the functions that
are independent of the design method. The second column shows the code and data
size for the generation using Real Time Workshop. Real Time Workshop generates
single-tasking code, while the software at the virtual architecture level represents
multi-tasking code. The last column represents the results for the software design
method with memory optimization techniques.
Table 4.3 Task code generation for H.264 encoder
Library

RTW

Multitask code

Size (bytes)

Code

Data

Code

Data

Code

Data

H.264

270,994

132

296,305

148

366,060
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The second step of the virtual architecture design represents the hardware
architecture design. The hardware design consists of building the software development platform in SystemC considering the hardware architecture parameters that
annotate the system architecture model. Figure 4.15 illustrates a conceptual view of
the virtual architecture for the Diopsis R2DT architecture with Hermes NoC.
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Fig. 4.15 Global view of Diopsis R2DT running H.264
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The virtual architecture platform contains all the components that are accessible by the software through the send_data(. . .)/recv_data(. . .) HdS APIs. Thus,
the platform contains the following modules: four abstract subsystems, namely the
ARM9-SS, DSP1-SS, DSP2-SS, and POT-SS, and the local and global memory
modules: DXM shared by all the subsystems, SRAM local memory of the
ARM9-SS, DMEM1 and REG1 memories of the DSP1-SS, respectively, DMEM2
and REG2 memories of the DSP2-SS. All these components are interconnected
using an abstract NoC model. The DSP1-SS contains the task module of T1. The
DSP2-SS includes the task module of T2. Finally, the ARM9-SS encapsulates the
task module of the third task T3. The three communication units between the different processors, more precisely the comm1, comm2, and comm3, may be mapped
on different storage resources, according to the system architecture specification.
Figure 4.15 shows an example of mapping of the communication units onto the
DXM global memory.
At this level, each local memory has allocated an address space of 4 MB. The
global memory has an address space of 256 MB.
The NoC at the virtual architecture level represents an abstract NoC where information like topology, routing algorithm, arbitration, or buffer size information are
omitted. Communication architecture is modeled like a crossbar, where any set of
communication events may occur simultaneously.
Figure 4.16 details the model of the Hermes NoC at the virtual architecture
level.
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Network
Interface
1x0

Network
Interface
1x1

Network
Interface
1x 2

…

Mapping Table

Router
0x0

Router
1x0

Router
1x1

Router
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…

Fig. 4.16 Abstract Hermes NoC at virtual architecture level

The NoC is comprised of three basic elements, which are the network interface
(NI), the mapping table (MT), and the router. The network interface is responsible
for providing send/receive operations for the communicating subsystems, encapsulating these requests in packets, capturing and interpreting packets arriving from
the NoC, and delivering them to the subsystems. The mapping table is responsible for storing and informing the correspondence between the IP cores range
address and the NoC physical address, i.e., IP core address between 0×00400000
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and 0×007FFFFF corresponds to the NoC physical address 0×0. The router is in
charge of transporting packets from the source network interface to the destination
network interface.
The Hermes NoC for the Diopsis R2DT architecture involves five routers at the
virtual architecture level. Each router is connected to the corresponding network
interface and the other four routers. The network interfaces connect the following
IP cores to the NoC: ARM9-SS, POT-SS, DXM, DSP1-SS, and DSP2-SS. One network interface is associated with each subsystem. Therefore, SRAM and ARM9
share the same network interface with address 1×0. The local memories REG1 and
DMEM1 share the network interface with address 1×1 with the DSP1 processor
core. The network interface with address 1×2 connects the REG2, DMEM2, and
DSP2 components to the NoC. The network interface corresponding to the DXM
has address 0×0. Finally, the network interface connecting the POT-SS has address
0×1.
The functionality of the software code was verified by execution using the hardware platform. The software code was compiled with the architecture platform.
During the execution, the tasks are scheduled by the SystemC simulation engine.
The simulation model is accurate enough to verify the functionality of the tasks
code and ensure that there is no communication deadlock in the scheduling of the
data transfer between the tasks.
Besides the tasks code verification, the simulation model allowed also to gather
important early performance measurements, e.g., the number of words exchanged
between the tasks through the network component. The virtual architecture simulation allows capturing information regarding the communication values through
the NoC. Such values are the amount of data exchanged between the different subsystems, the storage elements worst-case size requirement for the communication
buffer, the number of operations (send/receive) originated from each access point
of the NoC, the amount of read/write operations performed at the storage elements,
and the NoC area based on the number of routers.
Figure 4.17 shows these numbers in case of different communication mapping
schemes. Hence, when all the communication buffers are mapped on the DXM
memory, as shown in Fig. 4.15, the NoC was accessed to transfer 6,171,680 words
during the encoding process of the 10 frames. In another case, comm1 is mapped
on DXM, comm2 on REG2, and comm3 on DMEM1. This case required 5,971,690
words to be transferred through the NoC. A third case maps comm1 on DMEM1,
comm2 on DMEM2, and comm3 on SRAM and it generates 3,085,840 words to be
operated by the NoC.
Table 4.4 shows some results captured during the simulation of the H.264
encoder application in the case of the first communication scheme with all the
buffers mapped on the DXM memory. The first and the second columns represent the correspondence between the different cores connected to the NoC and the
NoC addresses. The third column represents the total number of reads and writes
requested over the NoC. Based on these values the designer may define a better
mapping of the hardware or the size of the packets. The fourth and the fifth columns
(packets and mega bytes sent) allow evaluating the real amount of the communication injected in the NoC through each network interface. The DXM was the core that
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Fig. 4.17 Words transferred through the Hermes NoC
Table 4.4 Results captured in Hermes NoC using DXM as communication scheme
H.264

NoC address

Read/write requests

Total packets sent

Mega bytes sent

DXM
ARM9-SS
DSP1-SS
DSP2-SS

0×0
1×0
1×1
1×2

0
2,426
39,260
41,663

83,352
4,853
78,522
83,327

17,324
68
16,167
2,090

inserted the biggest amount of data in the NoC. The DXM packets are originated
from read requests and confirmation packets.
In the third communication scheme, the simulation time required to encode the
10 image frames using QCIF YUV 420 format was approximately 32 s on a PC
running Linux OS at 1.73 GHz. The execution time of the encoding process without
accurate execution delay annotation implies 2,546,540 ns or 127,327 clock cycles
with a common clock used by all the modules with the following settings: a period
of 20 time units, a duty cycle of 50%, the first edge will occur at 0 time units, and the
first value is true. All the modules are synchronized by the same clock. The default
time unit is assumed to be 1 ns.

4.7 State of the Art and Research Perspectives
4.7.1 State of the Art
The concept of the virtual architecture is used in several academic and industrial MPSoC design environments. There are several modeling and simulation
environments of the virtual architecture.
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For example, in the ROSES hardware/software co-design tool, the virtual architecture is defined as a system made of an abstract netlist of virtual components.
A virtual component consists of an internal component (or module) and its wrapper
for adaptation to different communication protocols, abstraction levels, or specification languages. The virtual components are interconnected by virtual channels
through virtual ports [32].
A similar definition of the virtual architecture is given in [143]. They define
the virtual architecture as a system in which processing elements communicate via
abstract channels.
Reference [79] defines the virtual architecture as an intermediate phase of the
SoC design flow, where the functionality of the system is mapped to the architecture in an abstract manner to enable architecture optimization across heterogeneous
computational components. The virtual architecture is annotated with timing
characteristics of the target architecture, thus it allows fast exploration of different design alternatives. In this approach, the timing-related aspects are captured by
the communication channels.
Reference [57] identifies the abstraction levels based on the communication
refinement from abstract message passing down to cycle-accurate bus functional
implementation. In their work, the communication design starts from a virtual
architecture model. The virtual architecture is defined as a system comprised of processing elements that communicate via abstract channels with untimed synchronous
or asynchronous message-passing semantics. The virtual architecture presented in
this book is similar to the one defined in [57], but it contains also explicit mapping of the communication buffer onto the storage components and explicit abstract
interconnect component.
Other research works focus on automatic generation of the virtual architecture.
Thus, [111] introduces the ESPAM tool, which automatically generates C/C++ software code for each processor from an application specification in form of KPN. The
code contains the main behavior of a process, together with the blocking read/write
synchronization primitives, and the memory map of the system. The resulted code
is similar to the tasks code at the virtual architecture presented in this book.
Another example of code generation is the MCS (MATLAB-to-C synthesis)
product of Catalytic Inc., which provides automatic functionally equivalent C code
generation from MATLAB models for the algorithm developers [31]. The generated C code mimics the MATLAB code file structure and the function hierarchy.
A graphical user interface provides viewing and cross-probing between MATLAB
and C code. The tool offers support for all the common data types, all the operators, and a large number of built-in functions. But it does not include the testbench,
visualization, or plotting capabilities of MATLAB.

4.7.2 Research Perspectives
Future research perspectives of the virtual architecture concern the following
aspects:
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– Automatic generation of the hardware architecture and the software code
– Automatic annotation of the software and hardware code with timing information
for accurate performance estimation
– Formalization of fleeting from system architecture to virtual architecture
One of the main challenges in the SoC development flow is the consistency
between different levels of abstraction of the system to be implemented [19]. The
quality of the design can be preserved by automatic generation of the abstraction
levels, including the virtual architecture generation. The automatic generation of the
virtual architecture implies generation of the software code and the hardware platform. The generation is achievable due to the annotation with architecture attributes
of the initial specification in the form of the system architecture.
The software and hardware architectures are natively executed on a simulation
host, without using a software simulator such as instruction set simulator (ISS).
Therefore, to obtain an accurate estimation of the execution time for an application,
such as number of cycles spent by the processor on computation or waiting for the
communication, the virtual architecture code has to be orchestrated with additional
timing information, like the number of cycles required by the processor to compute
a function. The automatic annotation of the generated code (software and hardware)
with timing information can be accomplished by inserting wait(delay) statements in
the SystemC code of the architecture.
The passing from the system architecture level to the virtual architecture level
needs to be done in a rigorous way which ensures the right preservation of the initial specification in terms of design constraints. This may be achieved through a
formalization of the system architecture, virtual architecture, and the formalization
of the conversion from the high level to the more detailed lower level. The considered aspects could be the model of computation and the model of execution that
characterize each abstraction level, and the definition of the rules that guarantee a
correct translation from one model to another.

4.8 Conclusions
This chapter defined the virtual architecture design. It presented the software representation as final application tasks code and the hardware organization in abstract
subsystems interconnected through an abstract network component.
The virtual architecture design was performed using SystemC for three case
studies: token ring mapped on the 1AX architecture, Motion JPEG running on
the Diopsis RDT architecture, and H.264 encoder running on the Diopsis R2DT
architecture.
The simulation of the virtual architecture model allowed to verify the final code
of the application tasks and the partitioning of the application. It also gave important
statistics regarding the communication requirements. These include the total number
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of bytes exchanged between the subsystems during the execution of the application,
the amount of data passing through the interconnect component (bus, NoC), and the
buffer size requirements in the worst-case scenario for the storage resources in order
to support the communication mapping.

